Abstract. We study the complexity of various combinatorial problems when instances are speci ed using one of the following succinct speci cations: 1 the 1-dimensional nite periodic narrow speci ca- 
Introduction
Many practical applications of graph theory and combinatorial optimization in CAD systems, mechanical engineering, VLSI design, transportation networks and software engineering involve processing large but regular objects constructed in a systematic manner from smaller and more manageable components. Consequently, the graphs that abstract the structure and operation of the underlying circuits designs also have a regular structure and are de ned in a systematic manner using smaller graphs. Such methods for specifying large and regular objects by small speci cations are referred to as succinct speci cations. Here we consider two of these speci cations, namely i hierarchical speci cations Ga82, GW83, LW92, BOW83, RH93 , and ii periodic speci cations CM91, HW95, IS87, KO91, KS88, Or82a, Wa93 .
Hierarchical speci cations are useful in describing large scale systems with very regular structures. This is because such speci cations allow the overall design of an object to be partitioned into the design of a collection of modules which i s a m uch more manageable task than producing a complete design in one step. We refer the reader to Le86, Ga82, RH93, Ma94, HLW92 for a detailed discussion on this topic. Consequently hierarchical speci cations are widely used in areas such as VLSI design and analysis, nite element analysis, software engineering and datalog queries see HLW92, Ma94 and the references therein. Due to their wide spread applicability, researchers have extensively studied hierarchically speci ed problems BOW83, Wa86, Ga82, LW87a, LW92, LW93 . In this paper we study the hierarchical speci cations of Lengauer et al. LW87a, LW92 . Periodic speci cations can also be used to de ne large scale systems with highly regular structures. Using periodic speci cations, large objects are described as repetitive connections of a basic module. Frequently, the modules are connected in a straight line; however the basic modules can also berepeated in two or higher dimensional patterns. Two dimensional periodic speci cations arise naturally in the study of regular VLSI circuits such as systolic arrays and VLSI signal processing arrays CS81, IS86 . One dimensional periodic speci cations are used to model time variant problems, where the constraints or demands for any one period is the same as those for preceding or succeeding periods. These speci cations have applications in such diverse areas as transportation planning Or82a Generally speaking both hierarchical and periodic speci cations are extensions of the standard speci cations used to represent instances. An important feature of both of these kinds of speci cations is that they can be much more concise in describing objects than standard speci cations. In particular, periodic or hierarchical specif ications of size n can represent objects of size 2 n . The complexity of solving a problem is usually measured as a function of the size of the speci cation of the problem instance. Therefore, the complexity of a problem when instances are speci ed using standard descriptions can be di erent when compared to the complexity of the same problem when instances are speci ed hierarchically or periodically. For example, while the 3-COLORING problem is NP-complete when the graphs are represented by adjacency matrices or by adjacency lists GJ79 , it is PSPACE-complete when instances are speci ed by the hierarchical speci cations of Lengauer LW92 o r b y 1-dimensional periodic specications of Orlin Or82a . In contrast, the 2-COLORING problem is solvable in polynomial time even when instances are speci ed by the hierarchical speci cations of Lengauer et al. LW92 , LW87a or by the 1-dimensional periodic speci cations of Orlin Or82a .
In the past, satis ability problems have been used to model a numberofproblems in areas such as automated reasoning, computer-aided design GP+96b , computer-aided manufacturing GP+96a , machine vision Gu92 , database, robotics, integrated circuit design GP+96a, GP+96b , computer architecture design and computer network design, etc. We refer to GP+96a for an excellent recent survey on this topic. Similarly, as has been amply demonstrated in the past, satis ability problems serve as rich collection of basic problems used to prove NP-hardness of other combinatorial problems see GJ79, Sc78 . Here we show that analogously, succinctly speci ed satis ability problems also serve t wo important purposes: i they are useful in modeling problems arising in practical applications and ii serve as tools for obtaining uni ed easiness hardness results for succinctly speci ed problems.
LW87a, LW92 .
Let b e a problem, whose instances are speci ed non-succinctly using one of the standard speci cations in the literature. For example, instances of CNF satis ability problems are speci ed non-succinctly by CNF formulas and by sets of clauses, each clause being a set of literals. Here, we use 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-, 1-PN-and L-to denote the problem when its instances are speci ed succinctly by 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-, 1-PN-and L-speci cations, respectively. We use -to denote the problems 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-, 1-PNand L-; and we use succinct speci cation to mean 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-, 1-PN-and L-speci cation. Thus for example, 1-FPN-3SAT denotes the problem 3SAT when instances are speci ed by 1-FPN-speci cations; and -3SAT denotes the problems 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-, 1-PN-and L-3SAT. Our results are summarized below.
2.1. Complexity of Satis ability Problems. In Theorem 4.1called the Translation Theorem, we prove that a 1-FPN-or 1-FPNBC-specication of a graph or formula can be translated in polynomial time into an L-speci cation of an isomorphic graph or formula, respectively. This implies that, for many problems including all problems considered here, the problems 1-FPN-or 1-FPNBC-are polynomial time reducible to the problem L-.
In Section 5, we prove the PSPACE-hardness of several CNF satis ability problems when inputs are speci ed succinctly. In particular, we prove that COMPLEXITY OF HIERARCHICALLY ...
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the problem 1-FPN-3SAT is PSPACE-hard. By the Translation Theorem, this implies that L-3SAT is also PSPACE-hard. 2.2. Applications. In Section 6, we outline how a polynomial time reduction involving local replacement GJ79 from the problem 3SAT, NAE-3SAT, etc., to a problem can beextended to obtain a polynomial time reduction from the corresponding problem -3SAT, -NAE-3SAT , etc., to the problems -. Together with the results outlined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, this enables us to do the following:
1. derive alternative and uni ed proofs of the PSPACE-hardness results for 1-PN-speci cations in Or82a and for L-speci cations in LW92 ; and 2. derive a n umber of new PSPACE-hardness results for succinctly speci ed problems. Often, our PSPACE-hardness proofs involve reductions that are more time and or space e cient than those in Or82a, LW92 is by a n On log n time reduction of the acceptance problem for an arbitrary nondeterministic LBA. That of Orlin Or82a i s by a n n 2 log n time and space reduction of the same problem. Under the plausible assumption that there exist LBAs whose acceptance problems require 2 n time on deterministic Turing machines, our reduction implies that the problem 1-PN-3SAT requires 2 n log n time on deterministic Turing machines. That of Orlin only implies that the problem 1-PN-3SAT requires 2 p n log n time on deterministic Turing machines.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 gives both the de nitions and examples of the kinds of succinct speci cations considered. In Section 4 we prove a theorem relating the 1-FPN-and 1-FPNBCspeci cations to equivalent L-speci cations. In Section 5, we prove the PSPACE-hardness of the problems 1-FPN-3SAT, 1-PN-3SAT and L-3SAT. In Section 6, we illustrate the applications of our results in Section 5, to prove PSPACE-hardness of a number of combinatorial problems speci ed succinctly. These problems include the various PSPACE-hard problems for 3.1. The Problems SATS. We rst review some basic de nition from Schaefer Sc78 .
Definition 3.1. Schaefer Sc78 Let S = fR 1 ; R 2 ; ; R m g be a nite set of nite arity boolean relations. A boolean relation is de ned to be any subset of f0; 1g p for some integer p 1. The integer p is called the rank of the relation. An S-formula is a conjunction of clauses each of the formR i 1 ; 2 ; , where 1 ; 2 ; are distinct, unnegated variables whose number matches the rank of R i ; i 2 f1; mg andR i is the relation symbol representing the relation R i . The Ssatis ability problem denoted b y SATS is the problem of deciding whether a given S-formula is satis able.
The problem SAT c S is the variant of the problem SATS in which the constants 0 and 1 are also allowed to occur in S-formulas.
The generalized CNF satis ability problems SATS and SAT c S generalize the problems 3SAT, 1-3SAT , NAE-3SAT, etc. GJ79 . For example, let Rx; y; z be the ternary logical relation given by f1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 1g.
Then, the problem 1-3SAT is the same as the problem SATfRg. Let Definition 3.6. Let , = G 1 ; :::; G n , n 1 be an L-speci cation of a g r aph. The hierarchy tree of ,, denoted by H T ,, is the labeled rooted unordered tree de ned as follows:
1. Let r be the root of H T ,. The label of r is G n . The children of r in H T , are in one-to-one correspondence with the nonterminal vertices of G n as follows: The label of the child s of r in H T , corresponding to the nonterminal vertex v;G j of G n is v;G j . 2. For all other vertices s of H T , and letting the label of s = v;G j , the children of s in H T , are i n one-to-one correspondence with the nonterminal vertices of G j as follows: The label of the child t of s in H T , corresponding to the nonterminal vertex w;G l of G j is w;G l .
Given the above de nition, we can naturally associate a hierarchy tree with each , i , 1 i n. We denote this tree by H T , i . Note that, each vertex v of E, is either an explicit vertex of G n or is the copy of some explicit vertex v 0 of G j 1 j n in exactly one copy C w j of the graph E, j inserted during the construction of E,. This enables us to assign v of E, to the unique vertex n w of the H T , given by 1. if v is a terminal vertex of G n , then n w is the root of H T ,, and 2. otherwise, v belongs to the node n w that is the root of the hierarchy tree H T , j , corresponding to C w j .
Given H T ,, the level number of a node in H T , is de ned as the length of the path from the node to the root of the tree.
As noted in Le89 , L-speci cations have the property that for each copy instance of a subcell, a complete boundary description has to be given.
Thus if a nonterminal has many pins, copying it is costly. Another property of the de nition of L-speci cations is that nonterminals are adjacent only to terminals. These properties ensure that the size of the frontier" or the numberof neighbors of any nonterminal is polynomial in the size of the speci cation. As a result, regular structures such as grids cannot bespeci ed using small logarithmic sized in terms of the object L-speci cations.
see LW87a . In contrast, in the graph glueing model of Galperin Ga82
the size of the frontier can be exponentially large. Consequently using this model, graphs such as grids can berepresented using descriptions of logarithmic size.
As demonstrated in Le89, LW87a, Le88, Ga82, Wa86 , the explicit description of boundaries and non-existence of edges between non-terminals allow the construction of e cient algorithms for L-speci ed problems. The size of the frontier also has a signi cant impact on the complexity of several basic succinctly speci ed problems. For example, several basic NP-hard problems become PSPACE-hard when speci ed using L-speci cations see LW92 and the results in this paper. In contrast, in a recent paper we
show that these problems typically become NEXPTIME-hard when speci ed using the graph glueing speci cations of Ga82 see MH+95c .
By De nition 3.4, it follows that an L-speci cation is a restricted form of context-free graph grammar. The substitution mechanism glues the pins of cells to neighbors of nonterminals representing these cells, as described in De nition 3.5. Such graph grammars are known as hyperedge replacement systems HK87 o r cellular graph grammars LW93 . Two additional restriction are imposed on cellular graph grammars to obtain L-speci ed graphs. First, for each nonterminal there is only one cell that can be substituted. Thus there are no alternatives for substitution. Second, the index of the substituted cell has to be smaller than the index of the cell in which the pins non-terminals explicit vertices
nonterminal occurs. The acyclicity condition together with the condition that there are no alternatives implies that an L-speci cation de nes a nite and unique graph. We observe that H T , is the parse tree of the unique graph generated by the context-free graph grammar ,.
Example 3.7. Let G = G 1 ; G 2 ; G 3 be the L-speci cation of a graph given in Figure 1 . The the graph EG is shown in Figure 1 . The one-to-one correspondence between the pins and their neighbors is clear from the gure and hence is not given explicitly. The hierarchy tree H T G, associated with G is shown in Figure 2. 3.4. Level restricted speci cations. Next, we discuss level restricted L-speci cations also de ned in MR+93, MH+93a .
Definition 3.8. An L-speci cation , = G 1 ; :::; G n n 1, o f a g r aph G is 1-level-restricted, if 8 u; v 2 E,, u 2 n u and v 2 n v of H T ,, either 1 n u and n v are the same vertex of H T ,, or 2 one of n u or n v is the parent of the other in H T ,. Extending the above de nition we can de ne k-level-restricted speci -
cations. An L-speci cation , = G 1 ; :::; G n ; n 1; of a graph E, is k-level-restricted, if for all edges u; v o f E,, either 1 n u and n v are the same vertex of H T , or 2 one of n u or n v is an ancestor of the other in H T , and the length of the path between n u and n v in H T , is no more than k.
We note that for any xed k 1, k-level-restricted L-speci cations can still lead to graphs that are exponentially large in the sizes of their speci cations. Moreover, L-speci cations for several practical designs in Le82, Le86, LW87a are k-level restricted for small values of k. For example, it is easy to specify a complete binary tree with 2 N nodes by a 1-level restricted L-speci cation of size ON.
3.4.1. L-speci ed S-formulas. Let S be a nite nonempty set of nitearity Boolean relations. We extend the de nition of S-formula, SATS and SAT c S to specify L-speci cations of an S-formula, the problems L-SATS and L-SAT c S. These de nitions closely follow De nitions 3.4, 3.5 and 3.1 respectively.
Definition 3.9. An instance F = F 1 X 1 ; : : : ; F n,1 X n,1 ; F n X n of L-SATS is of the form Extending the de nition of SAT c S along the lines of De nition 3.9, we can de ne the problems L-SAT c S. Thus we omit the formal statement of these problems here. Let n i be the total numberofvariables used in F i i.e. jX i j + jZ i j and let m i be the total numberof clauses in F i . Definition 3.11. The problem L-SATS or L-SAT c S is the problem of determining, given an L-speci cation F of the S-formulaor of the Sformula with constants, if EF is satis able.
Definition 3.12. The problem L-Pl-3SAT is to decide whether the planar 3CNF formula EF speci ed by an L-speci cation F is satis able.
The problem L-Pl-SATS is de ned analogously. In general, we use L-Pl-to denote the problem restricted to planar L-speci ed instances. 3.5. Periodic Speci cations. Next, we recall the de nition of one dimensional periodic speci cations due to Orlin Or82a , Wanke Wa93 and H ofting and Wanke HW95 . For the rest of the paper N and Z are used to denote the sets of non-negative i n tegers and of integers respectively.
3.5.1. Periodically Speci ed Graphs.
Definition 3.13. Let GV;E referred to as a static graph be a nite undirected graph such that each edge u; v has an associated non-negative integral weight t u;v . The two way in nite graph G Z V 0 ; E 0 is de ned as follows:
1. V 0 = fvp j v 2 V and p 2 Zg 2. E 0 = fup; v p + t u;v j u; v 2 E , t u;v is the weight associated with the edge u; v and p 2 Zg A 1-dimensional periodic speci cation , referred to as a 1-P-speci cation is given by , = GV;E and speci es the graph G Z V 0 ; E 0 referred to as the 1-P-speci ed graph. A 1-P-speci cation , is said to be narrow or 1-level restricted referred to as a 1-PN-speci cation if 8u; v 2 E, t u;v 2 f0; 1g. This implies that 8up; v q 2 E 0 , jp , qj 1. Similarly, a 1-P-speci cation is k-narrow or k-level restricted if 8u; v 2 E, t u;v 2 f 0; 1; : : : k g.
In the remainder of this paper we refer to graphs speci ed by 1-PNspeci cations as 1-PN-speci ed graphs. We note that if we replace Z by N in De nition 3.13, we obtain one way in nite periodically speci ed graphs.
It is sometimes useful to imagine a narrow periodically speci ed graph G Z as being obtained by placing a copy of the vertex set V at each integral point also referred to as lattice point on the X-axis or the time line and COMPLEXITY OF HIERARCHICALLY ...
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joining vertices placed on neighboring lattice points in the manner speci ed by the edges in E. It is important to observe that m is speci ed using binary notation. The size of the 1-FP-speci cation , = GV;E; m denoted by size, is given by size, = jV j + jEj + bitsm, where bitsm i s n umber of bits in the numeral m. In the rest of the paper we use m to denote both the integer and its binary representation; the intended m e aning should be clear from the context. An example of a periodic speci cation and the associated graph appears in Figure 3. 3.5.2. Periodically Speci ed F ormulas. In Section 3.4.1, we extended the de nition of satis ability problems when instances are speci ed by standard speci cations so as to apply to L-speci ed satis ability problems. Orlin Or82a de ned the problem 1-PN-3SAT; the problem 3SAT when instances are speci ed using 1-PN-speci cations. Here we de ne 1-FPN-and 1-PNspeci ed generalized CNF satis ability problems.
Let U 1 = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g bea nite set of variables referred to as static variables. Let U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n ; u 1 ; : : : ; u n g. De The problem 1-PN-3SAT problem 3SAT when instances are s p eci ed using 1-PN-speci cations is the problem of determining if a 3CNF formula F Z U Z ; C Z speci ed by , = U 1 ; C t; t + 1 is satis able.
Similarly, the problem 1-FPN-3SAT problem 3SAT speci ed using 1-FPN-speci cations is the problem of determining if a 3CNF formula F m U m ; C m speci ed by , = U 1 ; C t; t + 1 ; m is satis able.
As in the case of periodically speci ed graphs, it is useful to imagine a narrow periodically speci ed formula G Z as being obtained by placing a copy of the variable set U at each integral point also referred to as time unit on the X-axis or the time line. Furthermore, assume that the clauses Ct; t + 1 are placed at time t. With this notation, we can now refer to literals Ut, as the set of literals at time t and the clauses Ct; t + 1 as the set of clauses at time t.
For each nite set S of nite arity Boolean relations, it is straightforward to extend the above de nition so as to de ne the problems 1-PN-SATS and 1-FPN-SATS and hence we omit these de nitions. Observe that 1-FPNspeci ed graphs or formulas can be exponentially larger than their input speci cations. As already mentioned, we use N to denote the size of the formula F m U m ; C m represented using standard non-succinct speci cations.
Example 3.16. Let U 1 be the set of static variables given by U 1 = fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 g. U denotes the set of literals corresponding to U 1 . The set of static clauses are given by Ct; t + 1 = x 1 t + x 2 t + x 3 t^x 1 t + 1 + x 3 t^x 3 t + 1 + x 2 t. Let F = U 1 ; C t; t + 1 ; 11 be an instance of 1-FPN-3SAT. The formula F 3 U 3 ; C 3 denoted by , is given by x 1 0 + x 2 0 + x 3 0^x 1 1 + x 3 0^x 3 1 + x 2 0 x 1 1 + x 2 1 + x 3 1^x 1 2 + x 3 1^x 3 2 + x 2 1 x 1 2 + x 2 2 + x 3 2^x 1 3 + x 3 2^x 3 3 + x 2 2 x 1 3 + x 2 3 + x 3 3:2 3.5.3. 1-FPNBC-Speci ed Graphs and Formulas. Some instances of problems arising in practice involve a periodic speci cation of the graph or a formula along with explicit initial and nal conditions. We call such periodic speci cations as periodic speci cations with boundary conditions BC. Observe that for 1-PN-speci cations the concept of boundary conditions is not well de ned since the expanded graph or formula is in nite in both directions.
Definition 3.17. Let GV;E referred to as a static graph be anite undirected graph. Let E = E 1 E 2 E 3 , where E i E j = , i 6 = j, 1 i; j 3, be a disjoint collection of edges. Each edge u; v 2 E 2 has an associated non-negative integral weight t u;v 2 f0; 1g. Let A similar concept of boundary conditions can be formulated for instances of satis ability problems. In such a case we have a static set of variables U 1 = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g Again U represents the associated literals. We place a copy of the variables at each time t 2 f 0; mg. Ut represents the copy of U at time t. There set of static clauses C consists of three disjoint sets and is given by C = C 1 0 C 2 t; t + 1 C 3 m: are given by C 1 0 = x 1 0 + x 2 0^x 2 0 + x 3 0 C 2 t; t+ 1 = x 1 t + x 2 t + x 3 t^x 1 t + 1 + x 3 t^x 3 t + 1 + x 2 t; C 3 3 = x 1 3 + x 2 3^x 2 3 + x 3 3 Note that C 2 t; t + 1 is the same as in Example 3.16. Let , = U 1 ; C ; 11 be an instance of 1-FPN-3SAT. The formula F 3 BC U 3 ; C 3 denoted by , is
given by x 1 0 + x 2 0^x 2 0 + x 3 0 x 1 0 + x 2 0 + x 3 0^x 1 1 + x 3 0^x 3 1 + x 2 0 x 1 1 + x 2 1 + x 3 1^x 1 2 + x 3 1^x 3 2 + x 2 1 x 1 2 + x 2 2 + x 3 2^x 1 3 + x 3 2^x 3 3 + x 2 2 x 1 3 + x 2 3 + x 3 3 x 1 3 + x 2 3^x 2 3 + x 3 3:2
Translation Theorem
In this section we prove a translation theorem which allows us to relate L-and 1-FPN-speci cations. The basic idea behind the theorem is simple. Intuitively, a 1-FPN-speci cation de nes a graph in which a n umber of copies of a basic graph formula are connected in the form of a linear chain. Now imagine we had a L-speci cation G 1 for specifying roughly half of the object.
The complete L-speci cation of the expanded object will have two calls to G 1 and a subgraph that will connect the objects represented by each of the modules by a using copies of the basic module. The rst constraint is needed so that the resulting speci cation is 1-level-restricted. The second equation says that the total numberof copies of G is no more than k, which is the size of the graph we want to encode. It is clear that the sizes of l i , r i and m i can bechosen so that the above equations can be satis ed. The process can be carried out recursively to obtain the required speci cation H 1 ; : : : H i in polynomial time. Observe that the graphs G 10 and E, are isomorphic.
Observe that a similar transformation can be carried out if we start with a 1-FPNBC-speci ed graph G. In this case the graphs specifying the boundary conditions are included in the highest non-terminal of the L-speci cation constructed.2 Using similar ideas we can transform 1-FPN-speci ed formulas into isomorphic L-speci ed formulas. Thus we h a ve the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1.1. There is a polynomial time transformation that maps a 1-FPNBC-speci cation , = FU 1 ; C t; t + 1; m of the formula F m to a 1-level-restricted L-speci cation , 1 such that that the formulas F m and E, 1 are isomorphic and size, 1 = Osize, 2 . Most of the problems proved hard in this paper are by On log n size reductions; moreover these reductions are realized by functions f such that the number of symbols used are only On. In other words the log n factor arises only from the need to write out the names of the variables. This fact can be easily veri ed from the proofs of hardness given in this paper.
Theorem 5.1.
1-FPN-3SAT is in NSPACEn.
2. There is a n log n size quasi-linear time reduction from the membership problem for an arbitrary non-deterministic linear space bounded machine LBA to the problem 1-FPN-3SAT. Thus 1-FPN-3SAT is PSPACE-complete.
Proof:
Part 1: We rst show that the problem is in NSPACEn. Consider an LBA M. Given a 1-FPN-speci cation , = FU 1 ; C t; t + 1; m of the formula F m , M needs to maintain at any given time t only assignments to variables at time t and time t + 1 . Hence M can verify that the instance of 1-FPN-3SAT is satis able as follows. At each step t it guesses an assignment to the variables at time t + 1 . It also remembers the assignment to the variables at time t. Using these values it veri es that the clauses at time t are indeed satis ed. The maximum numberof time steps 2 m + 1 can bekept track of using a counter of size Om since m is speci ed as a binary numeral.
This proves that given an instance , of 1-FPN-3SAT, we can recognize in non-deterministic linear space i.e in space Osize, if F m is satis able. Phase 2: The second phase consists of constructing an instance , = F x U 1 ; C t; t+1; m o f 1-FPN-3SAT by a polynomial time reduction from M 1 . Now we know that each I Dof the Turing machine M 1 is of length On, where n is the size of the input. Since M 1 is a non-deterministic LBA we need to consider only 2 Dn di erent I D 's for our reduction. Here D is an appropriately chosen constant. We can choose an encoding of states and symbols of M 1 into words in f0; 1g so that every I Dof M 1 will consist of c 1 n Boolean variables where n = jxj and c 1 is a constant independent of x. Let U 1 denote this set of Boolean variables. Let I D t denote the I Dof the Turing machine at time t. This is speci ed by appropriate values to the variables U 1 t. We also have a set of Dn+ 1 Boolean variables encoding a counter t. The counter values range from 0 to 2 Dn . Ct; t + 1 = f 1 t; t + 1 f 2 t; t + 1 f 3 t; t + 1. We discuss each of the three formulas f i t; t + 1, 1 i 3.
1. The formula f 1 t; t + 1 encodes a counter which is given by t + 1 = t + 1 mod 2 Dn + 1 :
The intended meaning of the equation is that the counter resets to 0 after every 2 Dn + 1 time units. It is easy to see that the counter can besimulated by a CNF formula, in which each clause has variables that are no more than one time unit apart. We brie y discuss how to simulate a counter here. Let q = Dn. We We describe each of the subformulas g 1 , h 1 and h 2 in the following. g 1 checks to see if the counter needs to be reset. If g 1 is true then h 1 merely resets the counter; else h 2 increments it by one. Hence g 1 is given by g 1 d 0 t^d 1 t^: : : d q t
The condition that counter resets to 0 after 2 Dn time units can now be written using a CNF formula h 1 as follows: As mentioned earlier, we h a ve q + 1 carry bits to do the addition. Let the carry bits corresponding to the counter t bec q ; : : : c 0 . h 2 is now de ned as a conjunction of the following clauses Observe that we h a ve On Boolean variables encoding the counter. Therefore, the size of each of the formulas g 1 ; h 1 and h 2 is linear in the size of the input. Furthermore each of the formulas g 1 , h 1 and h 2 contain a linear in the number of Boolean variables used to simulate the counter number of clauses. As a result, the implications g 1 h 1 and g 1 h 2 can be written in equivalent 3CNF form using additional temporary variables. The size of the 3CNF formulas is linear in size of the implications. Therefore sizef 1 t; t+1 = On.
Let U 3 denote the set of temporary variables used to transform the formula to an equivalent 3CNF formula.
2. The formula f 2 t; t + 1 enforces the condition that when the counter value is 0, the variables U 1 encode the starting I Dof the Turing machine. Let startI D t denote a 3CNF formula that checks if I D t is the initial I Dof the machine. Thus f 2 t; t + 1 i s a 3CNF formula that encodes the implication t = 0 startI D t. Again, we can verify that f 2 t; t + 1 can be written as a 3CNF formula in polynomial time. By standard arguments it follows that sizef 2 t; t + 1 is On. 3. The formula f 3 t; t+1 is needed to ensure that starting at the second I D , each subsequent I Dof M 1 follows from the previous I Dby using the transition function of M 1 . Recall that the notation X`j M Y means that machine M, starting with I DX, can produce the I DY in exactly j steps. Thus f 3 t; t + 1 i s a 3CNF formula encoding the following implication.
t 2 Dn I D t`MI D t + 1
The function I D t`MI D t+1 can be expressed by a 3CNF formula whose size is linear in n as shown in Hu73a . Moreover the 3CNF
formula depends on the current value of the counter. f 3 t; t + 1 is a narrow 3CNF formula since the clauses at time t contain variables only at times t and t + 1 .
Let m = 2 2Dn . The static variables U 1 are given by U 1 = U 1 U 2 U 3 .
As before U denotes the corresponding set of literals. Ct; t + 1 is the conjunction of clauses obtained after carrying out Steps 1 to 3 above. This completes the description of the instance , = F x U 1 ; C t; t + 1; m of 1-FPN-3SAT. , represents the 3CNF formula F m x = m t=0 Ct; t + 1. We now prove the correctness of our reduction, i.e. we prove that F m x is satis able if and only if M accepts x. If the Turing machine M accepts x then we know that M 1 has a cycling computation. Hence by setting d t = 0 , we can ensure that f 2 0; 1 is satis ed. Now the remaining variables can be assigned appropriate values so as to satisfy the formula F m x . Conversely, assume that F m x is satis able. Since D and hence m are suitably large integers, it is guaranteed that the simulation must be carried out for enough steps so that the Turing machine M 1 goes through the sequence d t = 0 ; d t = 1; d t = 2; d t = 2 Dn . This implies that the formulas f 2 t; t + 1 and f 3 t; t + 1 w ould be true from then on and therefore the Turing machine M accepts x.2 COMPLEXITY OF HIERARCHICALLY ...
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Corollary 5.1.1.
1. The problem 1-FPNBC-3SAT is in NSPACEn. There is a quasi-linear time, quasi-linear size reduction from the membership problem for an arbitrary non-deterministic LBA to 1-FPNBC-3SAT. Thus the problem 1-FPNBC-3SAT is PSPACEcomplete.
2. The problem L-3SAT is in DSPACEn. There is a On 2 time and On 2 log n size reduction from the membership problem for an arbi- Proof: Orlin Or82a and Papadimitriou Pa94 have shown that the problem 1-PN-3SAT is in NSPACEn. We only prove that the problem is PSPACE-hard by a On log n size reduction from the membership problem for a non-deterministic LBA. In contrast, the reduction in Or82a, Pa94 is an On 2 log n size reduction. Observe that if an instance , = F U 1 ; C t; t + 1 of 1-PN-3SAT has a solution then the assignment t o t h e variables is periodic. Speci cally, if there are n variables in the static formula we need to consider only 2 2n distinct assignments to the variables in U 1 . Thus, starting from , we can construct an instance F U 1 ; C t; t + 1; m of 1-FPN-3SAT where n = jU 1 j and m = 2 2n such that F m is satis able if and only if F Z is satis able. This completes the proof that the problem 1-PN-3SAT is Remark 1: The basic technique underlying the proof of PSPACE-hardness of 1-FPN-3SAT is the ability t o use a counter to implicitly make sure that there is a sequence of formulas which c heck if the TM starts right.
Remark 2: The above results illustrate the basic ideas underlying the PSPACE-hardness results in both Lengauer and Wagner LW92 and in Orlin Or82a . Speci cally, our results show that the ability to represent 2 n simple repetitive structures of size n log n b y speci cations of size On log n can make the problems PSPACE-hard and such repetitive structures can be represented by 1-PN-a s w ell as L-speci cations.
As our next corollary shows, 1-FPN-3SAT is PSPACE-hard even when restricted to formulas with bandwidth Olog N. Recall that N denotes the size of the expanded formula.
Corollary 5.1.3. There is a quasi-linear time, quasi-linear size reduction from the membership problem for an arbitrary non-deterministic LBA to 1-FPN-3SAT even when restricted to formulas with bandwidth Olog N.
Thus the problem 1-FPN-3SAT is PSPACE-complete even when restricted to formulas with bandwidth Olog N. Proof: The proof follows by observing that the following numbering scheme to the variables of the formula obtained in Theorem 5.1 yields a Olog N bandwidth layout. Let Ct; t + 1 h a ve p clauses. Then number the clauses at time t using numbers from pt to p + 1 t. The numbering of clauses at a given time t can be carried out in any arbitrary order.2
Remark 3: As shown in Section 6, Corollary 5.1.3 in conjunction with local replacement t ype reductions between problems speci ed using standard speci cations can be used to prove that several classical graph problems are PSPACE-hard even for Olog N bandwidth bounded graphs speci ed using either 1-FPN-speci cations or 1-level-restricted L-speci cations since the Lspeci cation obtained by the translation theorem represents an isomorphic graph formula.
Next, we discuss the PSPACE-hardness of the problems 1-FPNBC-3SATWP and 1-FPNBC-3SATWP. Recall that, 1-FPN-3SATWP problem 3SATWP speci ed using 1-FPN-speci cations is the problem of determining if a 3CNF formula F m U m ; C m containing at most one negated literal per clause speci ed by , = FU 1 ; C t; t + 1; m is satis able. In MH+96 , we show that Several remarks are in order at this point. We make these remarks with respect to the problems -3SATWN. Similar remarks hold for -3SATWP.
1. While 1-FPN-3SAT is NSPACEn-hard, 1-FPNBC-3SATWN is only shown to be DSPACEn-hard. 2. While 1-FPNBC-3SATWN DSPACEn-hard, the problem 1-FPN-3SATWN is polynomially decidable. This points out an important di erence between 1-FPN-and 1-FPNBC-speci cations.
Applications
In this section, we brie y discuss how our hardness results for CNF satis ability problems can be applied to prove hardness results for several combinatorial problem when speci ed using one of the speci cations . These problems have already been used to prove various other hardness results obtain in MR+93, MH+93a . 6.1. Basic Technique. In LW92 , Lengauer and Wagner proved the PSPACE-hardness of several L-speci ed graph problems by a polynomial time reduction from QBF GJ79 . Our approach consists of reductions from the problems L-3SAT and 1-FPN-3SAT. The basic idea behind all our reductions is illustrated by the following example given in MH+93a, MR+93 .
Consider the INDEPENDENT SET IS problem for planar graphs. When the input instance in this case, the input graph is speci ed using one of the standard representations, the problem can be shown to be NP-hard by a local refers to a reduction where each clause and each variable is replaced by a xed size subgraph or gadget.
The problem L-Pl-IS for L-speci ed planar graphs can beshown to be PSPACE-hard by a polynomial time reduction from L-Pl-3SAT. Such a reduction proceeds bottom up and corresponding to each non-terminal F i in the speci cation F = F 1 ; : : : F n of L-3SAT, creates a non-terminal G i . Thus, G = G 1 ; : : : ; G n represents the hierarchical speci cation obtained at the end of the transformation. The crucial property of such a reduction is that EG is exactly the same graph as would be obtained by carrying out the reduction in Li82 o n EF laid out in the plane in a certain fashion. This observation leads directly to the PSPACE-hardness of L-Pl-IS for L-speci ed graphs.
We call this process of transforming the given instance level by level", lifting the reduction. Our idea then, is to lift the known reduction from 3SAT to problem when the instance is speci ed non-hierarchically, and thus obtain a suitable reduction from L-3SAT to the problem L-. This approach helps one to prove easily many more PSPACE-hardness results for hierarchically speci ed instances see Table 1 . We also point out that most of the reductions are quasi-linear size and quasi-linear time reductions and thus provide tight l o wer bounds on the deterministic time complexity o f t h e problem under standard complexity theoretic assumptions. A similar approach can be taken for proving PSPACE-hardness of 1-FPN speci ed problems. Consider once again the problem IS. Starting from the set of static clauses that specify an instance of 1-FPN-3SAT, we construct a static graph by performing the known local reductions from 3SAT to IS. This gives us an instance of the problem 1-FPN-IS such that the expanded graph has an independent set of a given size if and only if the expanded formula is satis able. Problems such a s INDEPENDENT SET, DOMINATING SET, CLIQUE COVER and 3-COLORING have been proved to beNP-hard for planar graphs using such local reductions Li82, GJ79 .
Note that if we prove a graph problem to bePSPACE-hard for 1-FPN or 1-FPNBC-speci ed instances then the hardness result for L-speci ed instances follows directly from the translation theorem. Figure   6 for an example. For the rest of the section we do not distinguish between a v ariable and its associated vertex and the intended meaning will be clear from the context.
Theorem 6.1. 1-FPN-Pl-3SAT is PSPACE-complete.
Proof: We describe the proof in two parts. In the rst part, we describe our transformation from an instance of 1-FPN-3SAT, to an instance of 1-FPNPl-3SAT. In the second part we prove the correctness of our transformation.
Transformation: Given an instance F U; Ct; t + 1 ; m of 1-FPN-3SAT,
we obtain an instance F 1 U 1 ; C 1 t; t + 1 ; m o f 1-FPN-Pl-3SAT as follows.
1. Compute a nice layout L G of the auxiliary graph GV;E. 2. Note that the vertices in G correspond to the variables and clauses in F. let R 1 ; : : : R t , denote the set of crossovers in L G . Each crossover R j is replaced by using Lichtenstein's planar crossoverbox Li82 , using the auxiliary set of variables A j t = fa 1 j t; : : : a r j j tg. For each set A j t w e h a ve the corresponding set A j = fa 1 j ; : : : a r j j g. Note that A j t A k t = A j A k = , k 6 = j. Let 3. Let C 1 t; t + 1 be the set of clauses over At Ut Ut + 1 that are obtained as a result of Step 2. U 1 = U A. Note that this includes new clauses, the old clauses in Ct; t + 1 as well as clauses in Ct; t + 1 modi ed as a result replacing the crossovers.
4. F 1 U 1 ; C 1 t; t + 1 is the static formula resulting by the above transformation.
Correctness: The proof of correctness consists of two parts. In the rst part we argue that the formula F m 1 is planar. In the second part, we argue that F m 1 is satis able if and only if F m is satis able. We obtain a layout of the formula F m 1 as follows. We create m + 1 copies of the graph formula G 1 obtained at the end of Step 2 of the transformation. Let the copies be denoted by G 1 0; : : : ; G 1 m. Now glue" the copies of the these graphs by identifying the vertices V 2 in G 1 t with the vertices V 1 in G 1 t + 1 in a one-to-one fashion as depicted in Figure 6 . It is easy to see that the resulting bipartite graph represents F m 6.3. Application to graph problems. As another example, we show the 3-COLORING problem is PSPACE-complete for succinctly speci ed inputs. For this we need the following facts.
1. There is a local replacement with enforcer type reduction from NAE-3SAT to 3-COLORING Pa94 . 2. There is a planar crossover box for 3-COLORING see GJ79 .
3. There is a local reduction from 1-FPN-3SAT to 1-FPN-NAE-3SAT and hence 1-FPN-NAE-3SAT is PSPACE-complete. We describe the basic construction informally and leave the details to the reader. Starting with an instance of 1-FPN-NAE-3SAT, we rst show that 1-FPN-3-COLORING is PSPACE-complete. The reduction is similar to the one used for proving the PSPACE-hardness of 1-FPN-Pl-3SAT. The only detail we need to explain is the use of enforcer node. This is easily taken care of by replacing a single node enforcer by a c hain of triangles. The idea has been described in Pa94, MR+93 and we omit the discussion here.
Similar results can be obtained for several other problems. Thus we h a ve the following theorem. Table 1 contains a sample of the results we h a ve obtained for succinctly speci ed problems. As another example of the applicability of our results we consider the complexity of the monotone circuit value problem for L-and 1-FPNBC-speci ed inputs. We assume that the reader is familiar with the de nition of the Circuit Value problem CVP MH+93a . In MH+96 ,  we show that Theorem 6.3. There is a linear size reduction from the membership problem for an arbitrary deterministic linear bounded automata to the problem 1-FPNBC-MCVP. Thus 1-FPNBC-MCVP is PSPACE-complete.
Moreover the result holds even when the expanded circuits are Olog N bandwidth bounded. The result is signi cant since it points out that linear programming techniques for solving non-succinctly speci ed problems can not be directly used to solve the corresponding succinctly speci ed problems. In fact, we show i n MH+96 that even nding an approximately optimal solution for linear programming problem is PSPACE-hard. 7. Conclusions 7.1. Summary of results. We proved a translation theorem that allowed us to relate the L-and 1-FPN-speci cations. We then proved the PSPACE-hardness of several basic CNF satis ability problems for succinctly speci ed inputs. These results in conjunction with our translation theorem and known local reduction, provide alternative and uni ed PSPACE-hardness proofs for several L-o r PN-speci ed problems considered in LW92, Or82a .
We also outlined how our techniques could beused to prove the PSPACEhardness of several other L-, 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-or 1-PN-speci ed problems. Table 1 contains example of the results for L-, 1-FPN-, 1-FPNBC-or 1-PN-speci ed problems that can beobtained by the techniques presented here. In the following, we explain the various entries in Table 1 and also give some related remarks.
1. An entry 1 and 4 in 
